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The cracking of a password to
guess the corresponding

fingerprint or password hash is
the idea behind dictionary attacks
and brute force attacks. There is a

great deal of variation and
creativity in the kinds of malicious
attacks that hackers can use, but

theyre mostly using the same
tried-and-tested techniques.

Dictionary attack methods such as
sliding window, simple or chained
are an attempt to find common
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passwords by creating a
dictionary of words based on

various terms or phrases that can
be found within the dataset. By
incrementally collecting likely
passwords and attempting to

recover them with Elasticsearch,
these kinds of dictionaries are

used to speed up the search. In a
staged attack, the attacker

typically first attempts to guess a
password of a weak security
setting using an automated
program, and only when an

account is unlocked enters the
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attacker into the account using a
more secure security setting.
Sensitive data, such as social
security numbers, credit card

information, and passwords, are
likely to be stored in some type of
software database. Consider the

following example of a user
account access system that

requires a password, username,
and a PIN. A user with the

username of joe might access the
account by providing a PIN, then

entering their password and a
verification code from the account
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(IKKMADG). You could think of this
as a username/PIN/password login

system. On the server side, in
order for the account to be

identified as belonging to user joe,
it would need to store a record in

the database containing the
username joe, the PIN and the

password. A dictionary of
commonly used names and PINs

may be maintained and then used
to detect a given user.
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